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Abstract
This study aims to analyse the influence of market turnover and volatility of the
company on disposition effect. Disposition effect is the tendency of investors to
quickly sell their shares to gain benefit (winner stock) and the tendency of investors
to hold the stocks too long, which results in a loss (losing stocks). Identifying the
causes of the disposition effect is important to determine whether the disposition
effect makes the market inefficient. The population in this study is comprised of the
companies registered in the LQ45 index in the Indonesian Stock Exchange during
the period 2010–2015. The analytical method used is the linear regression analysis.
Turnover has a positive and insignificant effect, while the volatility variable has a
positive and significant effect on the behaviour of the disposition effect in Indonesia’s
stock market. The characteristics of investors who perform disposition measures are
likely to be risk averse if they are in a position of being profitable and risk-taking
while in a position of loss. This is evident during the high volatility of the stock market.
Large fluctuations such as significant price increases and drastic price reductions make
investors in Indonesia take the right positioning of the right time in realizing profits
and holding back losses. In this situation, the behaviour of investors who display the
disposition effect in Indonesia’s stock exchange can be found.
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1. Introduction

The main theoretical framework of standard finance is closely related to the modern
portfolio theory and the efficient market hypothesis. The modern portfolio theory
has been developed over the last 60 years, since the publication entitled Portfolio
Selection by Harry Markowitz (1952). This theory emphasises the importance of diver-
sification to minimise investment risk. The assumption in this theory is that investors
behave rationally, are predictable, and do not deviate from the general tendencies.
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However, in reality, as stated by Shiller (1999), investors do not think or behave ratio-
nally. Conversely, driven by greed and fear, investors speculate on stocks between
the realistic highest and lowest values. In other words, investors are influenced by
emotions, subjective reasoning and the desire to follow others. The anomalies seen in
the stock market show that there are abnormal returns for some investors. This clearly
shows that the stock price in the market is not fair. Upon realising this, researchers
start relating the phenomena that occur with the behavioural aspects (behavioural
finance), which constitute one of the determining factors in making decisions in the
stock market.

Behavioural finance is a study that focuses on how humans interpret and react
to information available related to making relevant investment decisions (Lintner,
1998:7). Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) stated that behavioural finance is a subsection
of the finance science which explains the anomaly in the market. This study started
to gain recognition from many financial researchers because there are frequent
contradictions to the efficient market concept. An important challenge is to find the
direct relationship between investor behaviour and the dynamics of stock prices.
Moreover, there are notions that state that many investors make irrational decisions.
One example is when investors purchase stocks at a certain price and the stock price
plunges hard. Rational investors will directly sell those stocks. However, investors still
hold on to the stocks with plunging prices and hope that a reversal will occur in the
future. This causes bias, which is called the disposition effect. Shefrin and Statman
(1985) defined the disposition effect as a finance behaviour that has the tendency
to sell winner stocks too fast and hold loser stocks too long. Disposition effect is
an implication of the prospect theory extension by Kahneman and Tversky (1979),
specifically in the investment market and stock market.

The disposition effect was first proven by Odean (1998), who stated that investors
show significant preference in actuating profit compared to loss. Shapira and Venezia
(2000) studied the disposition effect in the stock market of Israel and stated that the
disposition effect not only occurs among individual investors but also at the institu-
tional level. Hguyen et al. (2012) showed that investors tend to actuate their profit too
fast and take too long in actuating their losses.

Odean (1998) and Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) showed that investors are much
faster in actuating their profits than their losses. Barber et al. (2007) analysed the
market notes for all investors in the stock exchange of Taiwan during 1995–1999 by
comparing the disposition effect of individual investors and institutional investors.
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The research found that the disposition effects were four times stronger on individ-
ual investors and evidence has shown that all investors try to avoid the disposition
effect during the transaction period. Among the individual investors in China, Feng and
Seasholes (2005) documented that the disposition effect can disappear in line with the
trading experience (since they first started trading).

Considering the difference in results and the variables used in various studies, this
research aims to examine whether the disposition effect is evident in the stock market
of Indonesia by using data and variables that are different from previous studies. The
factors used in this study to view the occurrence of the disposition effect are volatility
and turnover. Stock volatility is a factor that creates the opportunity for the disposition
effect to occur. Volatility is the fluctuation of the stock price in the stock exchange.
The movement of stock prices that rise or fall too fast within a short time period also
increases the risk faced by investors. This can trigger the possibility of the disposition
effect occurring. A significant volatility level shows an inefficient market condition and
indicates the occurrence of bias. Volatility is closely related with stock trade volumes
or turnover. This condition shows that the stock market is not yet efficient, because
there are biases in themarket. In an inefficient market, the level of stock price depends
on the quantity of investors who sell and buy the stock in a close or short time frame.
The rise and fall in stock price significantly indicates an inefficient market condition.

The sample used in this research is comprised of the stocks indexed in the LQ-45,
from the period of January 2010 until June 2015. The reason these stock are selected is
because the stocks in this sector are categorised as being themost liquid and preferred
by investors; thus, there is the possibility that disposition effect behaviours may be
found among these stocks. Furthermore, these stocks are selected because of the
high frequency of trades, which increases the strength of the trials conducted. This is
consistent with the research conducted by Goetzmann and Massa (2008), which used
stock data that has high market capitalisation in the stock exchange.

Studies related to behavioural bias in the stock market can be categorised as very
few, even though this bias can largely influence the stock market. Among the topics is
the disposition effect, which shows that there are inefficiencies in the market. Based
on the research background explained earlier, a study regarding the disposition effect
will be conducted. The research questions formulated in this study will investigate
the influence of volatility on the disposition effect of stocks in the IDX and how the
influence of trade volumes on the disposition effect of stocks in IDX.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Behavioural finance

Behavioural finance is a study that focuses on howhumans act in the process ofmaking
investment decisions as a response from the information obtained. Investors do not
always behave rationally; they may deviate and cannot be modelled quantitatively.
The purpose of behavioural finance is to understand and predict the systematic impli-
cations of the financial market from the psychological perspective.

According to Ricciardi, behavioural finance is a discipline in which the interactions of
various disciplines are ingrained (interdisciplinary) and continuously integrate. Thus,
isolation cannot be achieved in its discussions. Behavioural finance is developed by
various assumptions and ideas from economical behaviours. The involvement of emo-
tion, attitude, preference and various other elements ingrained in humans, as intellec-
tual and social beings, interact and underlie the decisions to take certain actions.

2.2. Disposition effect

The disposition effect was first conveyed by Shefrin and Statman (1985) and was a
development of the prospect theory by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). The disposition
effect is the hasty behaviour of investors in actuating their profit and holding in the
possible loss for a prolonged time. In other words, investors are not rational; they
become risk averse in the face of a profitable condition and risk-taking when they are
faced with a loss condition. Shefrin and Statman (1985) developed a positive theory
regarding the actuation of capital gain and loss, whereby investors tend to sell winners
too early and ride losers too long.

2.3. Volatility

Volatility is the statistical measurement of fluctuation in the price of certain com-
modities or securities (Firmansyah, 2006). One way to measure volatility is by using
the standard deviation, which will explain how tightly the stock prices are dispersed
around the mean or the moving average. When prices move tightly within a group,
the standard deviation is small. When the price movements are largely dispersed, the
standard deviation is relatively high (www.ipotnews.com).
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The determining factors which give rise to the disposition effect in stock trades are
the stocks that have a high volatility rate (Kumar, 2009). Having a good opportunity
in this context is being able to actuate the profit from stocks that have reached the
highest point of volatility and hold loser stocks that have fallen to the lowest point.
Based on this explanation, the proposed hypothesis is as follows.

H1: Volatility has a positive and significant influence on the disposition effect

2.4. Turnover

Stock turnover or trade volume is an instrument that can be used to assess the reaction
of the stockmarket towards information through the parameter of stock volume traded
in the market (Wang, 2000). The volume of stocks traded is one of the indicators used
in the technical analysis of stock price evaluation and is an instrument that can be used
to assess the stock market’s reaction towards information through the parameters of
activity volume of traded stocks in the market. A large stock trade volume indicates
that the stock is actively traded. If a stock is actively traded, the dealers will not hold
the stocks for too long before trading it.

Smidth (1996) compared the turnover rate of stocks with increasing price (winner)
and the stocks with falling price (loser) and stated that the winner stocks have a high
turnover rate. This indicates high stock movements for winner stocks and this has a
positive effect on the occurrence of the disposition effect.

H2: Stock turnover has a positive and significant influence on the disposition effect

The research framework can be seen in Figure 1.

H1 

H2 

Figure 1: Research framework.
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3. Research Method

The sample of this research is determined using the purposive sampling method. The
research objects in this study are all of the companies listed in the Indonesian Stock
Exchange and registered in the LQ45 index in the period of January 2010 – June 2015.
After the collection and selection of data, there were 44 companies that fulfil the
criteria. There are also other stocks that were not included in the research group
because of the instability of the stocks’ position in the LQ45 index, the incompleteness
of available data, and also some company data were found to be outliers.

The criteria in selecting the sample from the population in this research are as
follows: Availability of data in the ICMD (Indonesia Capital Market Directory); the stocks
included in the latest LQ-45 index; and weekly transaction data are available from 2010
to 2015. The data collection method in this research is by indirect observation through
the website www.yahoofinance.com and the database of ICMD.

Consistentwith the research concept, the variables in this research are differentiated
into the independent variable and the dependent variable. The independent variable
in this research is volatility and turnover, while the dependent variable is disposition
effect.

1. Volatility

Volatility is the statistical measurement of the fluctuation in security or commod-
ity price over a certain period. Considering that volatility can be represented by
the standard deviation or risk, the higher the level of volatility, the higher the
degree of uncertainty of the stock return that can be attained.

Based on the research conducted by Duffe (1995), volatility can bemeasuredwith
the following formula:

𝑠 =
√𝑘∑𝑛

𝑡=1 (𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅)2

𝑛 − 1

2. Turnover

Turnover (wtrading): weekly market turnover or the number of shares traded in
a week. Based on the research conducted by Salma Zaiane (2013), turnover can
be measured using the following formula:

𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
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3. Disposition Effect

To measure the strength of the disposition effect, this research utilises the aver-
age volume of stock traded from the stock that has its price increased at the
end of the transaction day divided by the price of the stock that has its price
decreased at the end of the transaction day. The formulation used to calculate
the disposition effect according to Chang (2013) is:

𝑉 +
𝑡 =

ℎ

∑
𝑗=1

𝑉 +
𝑗,𝑡 /ℎ; 𝑉 −

𝑡 =
𝑘

∑
𝑡=1

𝑉 −
𝑖,𝑡 /ℎ

The data analysis technique used in this research is the multiple regression analysis.
The regression analysis is used because, aside frommeasuring the strength of the rela-
tionship between two or more variables, it also shows the direction of the relationship
between the dependent variable and the independent variable (Ghozali, 2006).

4. Results

After completing the classical assumption test – which consists of the normality test,
the multicollinearity test, the autocorrelation test and the heteroscedasticity test – the
next step is the linear regression test to examine the accuracy of the sample regression
function in predicting actual values.

The purpose of the normality test is to test the regression model of the research,
to determine whether the residuals are normally distributed or not. The Kolmogorov–
Smirnov normality test results shows a value of 0,059 and is not significant at 0,000.
This result shows that the residuals of the regression model are normally distributed
and this model can be used for the research model. The multicollinearity test for the
regression model can be conducted by viewing the variance inflation factor (VIF) value
which is not greater than 10. None of the independent variables have a Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) of greater than 10. Thus, it can be concluded that the regression
model in this research fulfils the multicollinearity assumption.

The basis of the analysis of heteroscedasticity is that if the points form a certain
well-ordered pattern, such as a wave, widen up then become narrow, then this shows
that heteroscedasticity has occurred. The autocorrelation test examines the existence
of correlations between residuals in a certain period and the residuals of another period
in the regression model. The method utilised is the Durbin–Watson (DW) test, which is
in between the upper limit value (du) and the lower limit value (4-dU). The results of
the Durbin–Watson test can be seen in the following Table 1.
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T 1: Durbin–Watson test results.

Model Summary

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of the
Estimate

Durbin–Watson

1 0.457a 0.209 0.207 0.2630220 0.406

Note: a. Predictors: (Constant), Volatilitas, Return, Turnover

The simultaneous significance test (F Statistics Test) is used to examine whether
all the independent variables in the model simultaneously have an influence on the
dependent variable. If the significance of the F value is lower than 5%, then there is
a significant influence between the independent variable and the dependent variable.
This can be seen from Table 5.

T 2: F test result.

Model Sum of
Squares

Df Mean
Square

F Sig.

Regression 39.769 6 6,628 95.809 0.000𝑏

Residual 150.606 2177 0.069

Total 190.375 2183

The statistics test is essentially used to show the extent of influence of each inde-
pendent variable in explaining the dependent variable. Table 3 is the result of the t

statistics test.

T 3: Statistics t result.

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardised
Coefficients

t Sig

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 3.324 0.2 16.613 0

Volatility 0.018 0.007 0.057 2.681 0.007

Turnover 0.039 0.027 0.031 1.425 0.154

a. Dependent Variable: Disposition

Source: SPSS Statistic 23 Output, processed secondary data, 2017.

Based on the calculation results of the aforementioned t statistics test, the multiple
linear regression equation is as follows:

Disposition Effect = 3.324 + 0.018 VOLATILITY + 0.039 TURNOVER + e

Through the aforementioned multiple linear regression equation, the hypothesis
test analysis is conducted and explained as follows: From the result of the partial test
between volatility and disposition effect displayed in Table 3, the regression coefficient
is known to be 0.018 and the significance level is 0.007. From the regression coefficient,
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volatility is known to have a positive relationship with the disposition effect and the
significance value is lower than 0.05. It can be concluded that the volatility variable
has a positive and significant influence on the disposition effect in Indonesia. From the
partial test calculation between Hence, hypothesis one is accepted. For the turnover
and the disposition effect from the partial test calculation, the attained regression
coefficient value is 0.039 and the level of significance is 0.154. From the regression
coefficient, the turnover is known to have a positive relationship with the disposition
effect. However, the level of significance is 0.154, which is greater than 0.05. This
means that the turnover variable does not have a significant influence on the dispo-
sition effect variable. It can be concluded that the turnover variable has a positive but
insignificant influence on the disposition effect in Indonesia. Hence, hypothesis two is
not accepted.

5. Discussion

The results obtained from this research show that turnover has a positive and insignif-
icant influence on the disposition effect in Indonesia. This shows that the higher the
level of turnover in the stock market, the higher the disposition effect behaviour,
although only within a certain limit. Consistent with the theory of liquidity, the higher
the turnover rate, the higher the liquidity of the company stocks. The positive and
insignificant influence in this research is due to the high volume of transactions that
occur in the stock market so stocks are easily traded or there are frequent changes in
ownership between investors. On the other hand, there are opportunities for investors
to immediately actuate their profit in a good liquidity condition. However, there are
also concerns in stock trading due to the disposition effect behaviour which causes
the market to be inefficient.

The result obtained from this research shows that volatility has a positive and sig-
nificant influence on the disposition effect in Indonesia. This shows that the higher the
volatility level in the stock market, the higher the disposition effect behaviour in the
stock market. The significant volatility rate in the stock market is an indication that
the market is not efficient and is a sign of the occurrence of bias. This can be seen
from the change in stock price, which increases and decreases significantly within a
relatively short timeframe. The disposition effect is related to the emergence of many
opportunities for investors to take a position in actuating their profit. Investors will
observe the movement of stocks and wait for the right moment to trade in order to
achieve their expected gain or profit.
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6. Conclusion

The conclusions attained through analysis are as follows. The turnover variable has
a positive and insignificant influence on the disposition effect behaviour in the stock
market of Indonesia. The volatility variable has a positive and significant influence on
the disposition effect behaviour in the stock market of Indonesia. The characteristics
of investors who perform disposition actions are: tendency to be risk averse if they
are in a profitable position and are risk-taking when they are in a losing position. This
is clearly seen during high volatility in the stock exchange. Large fluctuations such as a
significant increase in price and drastic fall in price cause the investors in Indonesia to
take the right positioning in terms of time in actuating their profit and holding their
loss. In this situation, disposition effect behaviour is found among investors in the
Indonesian Stock Exchange.
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